Since pilgrims are responsible not only for booking their flights to Paris but for internal travel from Paris to Vienna, here are some alternatives:

**From Stockholm to Paris on October 21:** RyanAir, leaves Stockholm, Skavsta Airport at 11:45 a.m. and arrives in Paris, Beauvais Airport at 2:40 p.m. Cost: from 300 SEK. One-hour bus ride into Paris is 13€

Listen to one of these links while ordering your tickets to Austria:
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUKFkhT3UFs&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUKFkhT3UFs&feature=related)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzipv7eo-0s&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzipv7eo-0s&feature=related)

**From Paris to Vienna on October 23:** The entire group may order their tickets from Sky Europe, leaving Paris at 1:50 p.m. and arriving in Vienna 3:50 p.m. Cost: from about 51 Euros.

**From Stockholm to Vienna on October 23:** A roundtrip flight will cost approximately 1200 SEK. A flight leaves Stockholm, Arlanda at 2:40 p.m. and arrives in Vienna 8:05 p.m.

**From Vienna to Stockholm on October 27:** German Wings flight departs Vienna at 9:30 a.m., arriving in Stockholm at 3.55 p.m.

**From Vienna to Bratislava, Slovakia to Stockholm on October 27:** A one-hour bus ride from Vienna to Bratislava costs 13 €. A RyanAir flight leaves Bratislava at 4:35 p.m., arriving at Stockholm, Skavsta Airport at 6:40 p.m.

For information on low-cost airlines in Europe see [www.etn.nl/lcosteur.htm](http://www.etn.nl/lcosteur.htm). Book early!